
 
 
DENHAM PARTIES TERMS AND CONDTIONS  

1)A booking  form must be returned along with a signed Term and Conditions form ,  upon receiving 

we  will be in contact within 5 days to talk through the party and take a deposit of £50 once this 

deposit is received it is a firm booking  . 

2) Catering must be confirmed 5 days prior to your party  

3) Parties are risk assessed against relevant weather warnings .In the event that a party is deemed 

unsafe to go ahead we will attempt to reschedule the party .If this is not possible we will  issue a  full 

refund, we are unable to refund for any additional costs for the party. 

 Parties that are safe to go ahead but are cancelled by the host will not be eligible for any type of 

refund. 

4)A decision   made not  to run a party by any member of the Groundwork south Team or Bucks 

County council team is final. 

5) The outside party area and inside Garden room will  be made available  to hosts 15 minutes 

before your party although your  party entertainers will be setting up. 

6) Parties are subject to maximum guest limits any party that goes over this limit will not be able to 

go ahead, no  exceptions . 

7) No party poppers, streamers, confetti, Bang snaps or Pinata’s are not  permitted on site . 

8) No kitchen facilities are available  for hosts, no food will be stored in the Denham café kitchen or 

fridges, if bringing your own food the café will not be able to supply cups, plates, cutlery , serving 

dishes  or café/ party staff to cut or serve your own food . 

9) The Garden party room must be vacated no later than 10 minutes after your party has finished. 

10)We do not allow alcohol at the parties or within the garden room ,café. 

11) Party bags must be ordered 7 days prior to the party . 

12) The balance of your party must be paid 10 days prior to your party. 

13) Hosts serving their own food must take their own rubbish with them 

14)Some decorations may be put up  in the garden room but no drawing pins are allowed  or any 

pinned decorations on the art work . 

15) Parents are responsible  for their children at all times . 

16)All activities are subject to risk assessment on the day .Any member of the party team may 

decide not to run a certain activity on the day , this decision is final. 

17)The hosts agree that a ratio of at least 1 adult to every 5 children will be kept  at all times . 


